Lila’s Little Logistic List.
Introduction
Please use this to introduce Lila.
Lia Lazarus – Speaking bio (and keynote intro)
Lila Lazarus is a global explorer, adventure seeker, and pioneer in the field of human courage.
Drawing from decades of experience, Lila helps organizations and individuals conquer fear and
achieve greatly. She has developed a research based, systematic model for developing courage,
and today shares her insights with leaders around the world.
Lila is an award–winning news anchor and health reporter who speaks five languages and holds
two master’s degrees. With over three decades in broadcast journalism covering stories around
the world, Lila brings a unique and global perspective to audiences and clients.
As a highly sought-after keynote speaker and emcee, Lila lights up audiences with energy and
enthusiasm. She helps organizations and individuals cultivate the courage to take on a new
project. To win the deal. To drive an idea toward a breathtaking outcome. The courage to grow.
The courage to win. The courage to soar.
Courage expert. Global explorer. Award-winning broadcast journalist. Ladies and gentlemen….
LILA LAZARUS!
Give us the Scoop! Have you been in the press lately? On TV? Featured in industry magazines?
Send us the links. Lila wants to be sure she knows exactly who she’s talking to.
Podium/Lectern
Lila likes to have a podium and/or table onstage to set down any props she may need for her
presentation.
Platform
With groups of 200 or more, Lila is more visible on a raised platform (12 to 18 inches is fine).
Being elevated makes it much easier for everyone to see and enjoy her presentation.
Microphone
Lila uses a wireless hand-held microphone. She enjoys being able to move around freely so she
can interact personally with your group.
Audio/Visual Aids
Lila often creates a personalized PowerPoint presentation (Actually keynote from her mac)
customized for your organization.

Hotel and Travel Arrangements
Lila’s Travel Buyout is $1800.00 in the United States in addition to Speaker, Emcee Fees

Ground Transportation
Please arrange ground transportation (to and from the airport) and let our office know who will
be meeting Lila.
Questions? Please feel free to call Ilena Vaccarelli at 313.910.3659 or email lanie@lilatoday.com.

